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This paper is a commentary on the previously published paper “Partial Loss Development Based
On Expected Losses For Workers’ Compensation Class Ratemaking”, Casualtv  Actuarial Societv
Forum. Special Edition. 1993 Ratemakine.  Call Papers.

This paper shows that expected loss development is equivalent to adjusting the full credibility
standard and applying credibility by policy period.
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Expected Loss Development: A Shift in Credibility

Concerns with the current loss development method used in Workers’ Compensation class
ratemaking have been raised. If a class has zero losses at a first report, using a first to ultimate
loss development factor produces zero ultimate losses as well. One possible solution that has
been proposed is to use expected loss development. To simplify the illustration, assume that all
losses are at the same benefit level etc., so as to only look at loss development. The other
factors can easily be taken into account later. Also for simplicity assume that there is only one
policy period used and national pure premiums are not used. The following arguments will then
be extended to include more policy periods and the use of national pure premiums.

Workers’ compensation classification ratemaking relies on several estimates of class pure
premiums. One estimate is based on the latest available data for the class and state. This is
called the indicated pure premium. Another estimate is the pure premium underlying current
rates brought up to the level of the indicated pure premiums. This estimate is called the present
on rate level pure premium. A third estimate is a national pure premium which includes data
from other states adjusted to reflect conditions in the reviewed state. A formula pure premium
to be used in calculating rates, is obtained by credibility weighting these estimates.

Here is a brief description of expected loss development. Initially, expected losses E (present
on rate level pure premium times payroll in hundreds) is the estimate of ultimate losses used to
calculate the indicated pure premium. At a first report the actual losses A which have emerged
at that point can replace the losses that were expected to have emerged by then, namely (l/D)E,
where D is the first to ultimate loss development factor. This method relies less on actual losses
and more on expected losses than the current method. It is important to note that if the
development factor is less than one, the estimate of ultimate, losses might be negative.

Credibility weighting produces the losses used in the formula pure premium:

Expected Loss Development: Losses used in Formula Pure Premium

ZtA+(l-+)E] + (l;Z)E

= ZA + ZE - $E + E - ZE

Z=ZA--E+E
D
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zAD=-
D

+ (l-+,E

Current Method: Losses used in Formula Pure Premium

ZAD + (l-Z)E

These two formulas are equivalent where Z/D is substituted for Z. Using Z/D instead of Z is
equivalent to changing the full credibility standard which already limits fluctuations of formula
pure premiums to a desired amount. For example. if Z=(nlnJ”‘and  D=3. then Z/D=(n/9nJ”*.
The expected loss development method implicitly lowers credibility by l/D. when D> 1.
Expected loss development is a shift in credibility, giving less weight to actual losses and more
weight to expected losses.

The equation which shows that expected loss development is equivalent to changing the full
credibility standard can be expanded to include more policy periods and the use of national pure
premiums. The relationship holds if the credibility of indicated data is calculated by policy
period and the national credibility is allowed to remain unchanged as one switches from one
method to the other.

Attached is a detailed algebraic proof of the equivalence relationship (Attachment I). The proof
shows that the serious (or nonserious or medical) formula pure premium calculated using
expected loss development is equal to the serious (or nonserious or medical) formula pure
premium calculated by using credibility by policy period. where the credibility one would
normally use is divided by the policy period’s development to ultimate factor and multiplied by
a factor reflecting the contribution of the policy period’s exposure to the total. These individual
credibilities are then used as weights for the indicted pure premiums calculated separately for
each individual policy period.

Also attached is a specific illustration (Attachment 2) of the equivalence relationship which uses
the example from exhibit I of the paper “Partial Loss Development Based On Expected Losses
For Workers’ Compensation Class Ratemaking”. Casualty Actuarial Societv Forum. Snecial
Edition. 1993 Ratemakine Call Paners,  as well as the development factors listed in the paper on
page 321 (See attachment 3). Note that, as a separate issue, the state credibilities in the paper
are calculated using a square root rule instead of NCCI’s old two thirds rule so that the serious
state credibility of .67 is equal to .59 to the three fourths power [.67=(.593n)“2]. \

The illustration focuses on the calculation of the serious formula pure premium. More recent
years have higher development factors so credibility is lowered more for them. This could be
considered a reliability factor. Each year’s credibility also gets multiplied by a weight equal to
the year’s proportion of exposure to the total of all years. This could be considered a relevance
factor since more recent years would tend to have higher exposures due to wage inflation, all
else being constant.
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Expected loss development can be thought of as a shift in credibility from the indicated pure
premiums to the present on rate level pure premium (See table below). Note that expected loss
development relies heavily on the present on rate level pure premium to the extent that  the
indicated is not considered credible, whereas the new NCCI full credibility standard and partial
credibility formula give equal weight to the present on rate level pure premium and the national
pure premium.

NCCI now uses higher full credibility standards and a .4 power partial credibility formula to
recognize the need for stability. Note that the credibility given to the indicated data using the
new NCCI standard and formula is about the same as the credibility for expected loss
development, therefore limiting fluctuations by about the same amount as expected loss
development, An advantage to the expected loss development scheme is the consideration of
different credibilities by policy period.

Credibilities - Class 7600

Serious Pure Prem

Current
Loss Development

Expected
Loss Development

New NCCI
Standard
And Formula

Indicated National

.67 .16

.33 .16

.38 .31

PORL

.17

Sl

.31
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Attachment 1

A,=actual first report losses, A,=second  report, A,=third report
D, =fust  to ultimate loss development factor, D,=second  to ultimate, D,=third to ultimate
E, =ultimate expected losses for first report, $=second report, E3=third  report
E=E,+$+E,
P, =first report payroll in hundreds, P,=second  report, P, =third repon
P=P,+P*+P,
Z = state indicated credibility
Z,=national  credibility
N/P =national  pure premium
E/P=present  on rate level pure premium -
E,=(E/P)P,, &=(E/P)P,,  E,=(E/P)P,

Expected Loss Development: Formula Pure Premium

zr
(A,+(l-~)E,)+(A,+(l-~)EI)+(A,+(l-$)E,)

I 2 3
P

I +(1-Z-Z,) ($1 +z,rg,

Z(A,+A,tA,) +Z(E,+E2+E,)-$E,-SE,-$E,+E-ZE-Z,E+Z>
= 1 2 3

P

~A,D,+~A,D~+~A,D~+ZE-~EI-~E -ZE3+(EI+E2+E,,-ZE-Z,E+Z>
1 1 2 3 I z ' 4

P

~AID,t(l-~)~,]-Z,E+Z~
= 3 3

+,,1+~+(l+ $ +(1-Fz,
1 2 3

+I ($) -ZJ$) +z,$,
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Attachment 1

Current Method: Formula Pure Premium

z[ AlDl+A2D2+AIDq  +(1-Z-Z,) [$I tz,+
P
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Serious pure premium - class 7600

st cred 3rd rpt pay
0.67 42,616,748 3rd rpt cred

___---_-___-_ * -_---_--___--_-  = 0.15
1.417 135,892,859

3rd-ult  dev total pay

st cred 2nd rpt pay
0.67 49.728.462 2nd rpt cred

__-------_--- * _-_--------__--  = 0.12
I .993 135,892,859

2nd-ult  dev total pay

st cred 1st rpt pay
0.67 43,547,649 1st rpt cred

____------___ * _--------_----- z 0.06
3.773 135.892.859

Ist-ult dev total pay

nat cred nat pure prem
0.16 1.287

remaining
cred porl pure prem
0.51 1.203

Attachment 2

3rd rpt dev loss
393,906 3rd rpt ind pp

___-----_-____--_____ = 0.924
42.616,748/100
3rd rpt pay

2nd rpt dev loss
145,463 2nd rpt ind pp

-------__--_----_-___ = 0.293
49,728,462/  100
2nd rpt pay

1st rpt dev loss
1,731,862 1st rpt ind pp

-------____-----_----  = 3.977
43.547,649/100
1st rpt pay

form pure prem
0.15*0.924+0.12+0.293+0.06*3.977+0.16*1.287+0.51*1.203= 1.221

(float from the start to eliminate rounding difference)
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Attachment 3 

&992859) 2271231 T1c993 (463372 1943P55 788810 1524965 

NAI-L COUNClL PROCEDURE 
sm-lws Mn-ser 
1.67( 0.587 

MedICaI 
-T¿E 

0.637 1.243 
0.917 1.769 

0.78 1.00 
lOtOI 0.20 0.11 0.00 
3.19 1.496 0.613 1.077 

l.ooa l.CC@ 1.008 
1 .w7 l.ca 10X 
1.092 1.092 0.976 

3.39 
1.007 
l.ca 

3.41 
-nO 296 
Umlts: 

3% abwe 3.41 
14x t-alow 19.2% 

Indkated Furo Franlumr 
P.P. vrasent on lasta Leve(” 
P.P. lnd. by WI Rel<VY 
Stab Cmdlblllty 
Natlonal Clsdlblllty 
Formula Pum Premlum 
CompmIta Factor 

RevlE.ED PRoCEmJRe 
&s&g 

1.210 
0 0 0.87 0.63 1.00 

0.16 0.06 0.00 
1.221 0.600 1.122 

Ettect ot Banettt Changa 
Chango In Tnnd Factor 
R0und.d Total 
Rmtb 01 hrmd to Eamad Pmmlum 

3.12 
1 .m7 

Conbnctlng Fmm AdI Pmgml ansa 
6peclnc DI- Loang 
Calculutad Furo Pnmlum Rate 
cumnt Pura Premlum Rata 

l.ax, 

3.14 
288 

SwlnqUmltad Puro Pmmhlm Rat* 
Pelwltage chango 
Dl-tlwnNartOundl 

3.1. 
9.8% 

:7.g9&. 

*(;59)3” = .67 
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